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Future of English Language in India: Welcome to the India of today, where education is
a critical element. We can see that education has extended throughout society if we
look at Ancient India and the present. The government supports universal education,
and several villages have built schools. Evening classes are available for both ladies
and the elderly. Even the initiative to provide free education for girls is a great act.

Speaking of education, it is important to remember that English has a bright future in
contemporary India. Keep in mind that English is important because it is the language
that is spoken in all nations. There will be more work chances abroad if young people
and adults start communicating in English. Working for multinational corporations allows
one to transact business internationally. English encourages communication with other
nations. You might represent your nation and forge stronger ties with other country
members if you were a businessman or perhaps an IT professional. Because it can
enhance international ties, we do not think that English should be banned from the
nation. It opens doors to better opportunities and enhances many people’s prospects for
a successful career.

We shall never be able to appreciate Shakespeare or Keats’ works if we deprive
ourselves and only read in one language. Sarojni Naidu and Mahatma Gandhi, two of
our country’s leaders, both penned novels in English. Through the English language, we
may educate others about our knowledge.

The world would not be aware of the legendary epic tale if the Ramayana had only been
written in Hindi. We believe learning English would be a huge benefit because we are
exchanging our culture through this language.

Evolution of English in India – Past to
Present
The English language has a long association with India. There was a time when Indians
despised and scrutinized English, but now it is regarded as a universal language.
Following independence, there was a raging obligation to expel the English from the



country. Opponents claimed that English was a symbol of the established order. They
also claimed that because it was expressed in a little grouping periodical, its staleness
should be erased from India. They urged that instead of English, Hindi and other
regional languages be used. When the deadline for switching to Hindi arrived in 1965,
there were protests across the country. The South was the most vocal opponent of
Hindi.

Lord William Bentick, the then governor-general of India, established English as a mode
of communication in India in the 19th century in order to impart a western education
system. Even English played an important role in our fight for independence. It was
used as a common language among Indians of various religions and territories. Again, it
was via this language that India became aware of western civilization, science, and
culture’s enormous achievements. Thus, it was decided to preserve English as an
associate official language of the country, with Hindi being the main official and national
language. The situation has been unchanged since then. However, we must analyze the
significance and place of English in contemporary times.

India and English Language – A
Close Nexus
There are numerous languages spoken in India. After India gained independence, the
country was divided into states based on the languages spoken by the population. In
India, English has been used for about 150 years. It has almost taken on Indian
characteristics. It cannot and should not be thrown away hastily. There is a changing
trend that India is experiencing now more than ever, as well as the complicated grid in
which Indians find themselves due to religious reasons, languages, caste, age, gender,
education, and profession in connection to their relationship with English. The
movement from tradition to change is slow but irreversible, with differing rates of change
experienced by different segments of society.

Significance of English in India
Diverse languages, cultures, and religions coexist in India. However, without a link
language, its cohesiveness may be jeopardized. When we consider the current
situation, we can see how a unique language like English might transform into a joint
module in India. The relevance of English at the authoritative level is well understood.
The center’s associate language is English. For formal business, states have adopted
their regional languages. Since many of them despise Hindus, English is often



employed for inter-state communication. Individual new states in India utilize English as
a bridging module, while Nagaland uses it as its official language. Indians have gained
access to this immense reservoir of information in science and technology by mastering
the language. English has become an integral element in the life of an educated Indian,
whether in academics or in business.

Future of English in India – India
Towards A Powerful Nation
India, being a former British colony, is still taking forward the English tradition. The
English language has also been designated as an official language in India. Today’s
Indian populace, particularly the younger generation, is more interested in learning
English. Even after decades of independence, English continues to play an important
role in society. We find English taking the seat of honor in the country, whether it is
social, educational, administrative, technological, industrialized, or advertising-based
techniques. True, English will never be able to replace Hindi or any other regional
language, but it will continue to be used in the country.

When so much is done and talked about regarding English’s current position in India, a
perspective on the English language’s future becomes necessary. English will keep
rising as the most prominent foreign language in the social life of the individuals of India.
In terms of academics, the progressive transition from middle to higher secondary
education will imply overall proficiency in the use of restricted English for general
comprehension. To put it another way, the English language will rise as a valuable
source of information in institutions. English will be offered as an elective subject in
schools and universities when regional languages will gain full status. More than ever,
there will be a larger demand for specialized courses in teaching this language. In this
instance, institutions teaching the English language will be useful tools. We will have to
rely on English for western ideas and culture, as English will continue to play an
important role as a gateway to the west.

Conclusion of Future of English in
India Essay
In this future of English in India essay, we conclude it by saying that English in the
twenty-first century should not be understood just for the sake of it, but it is a



requirement for all individuals, especially students. As a result, there are numerous
institutes that educate students on how to read, write and converse in English. Modern
and innovative books are being developed, and customized instructors and balanced
English training are now available. Individuals are keen to study this language and there
are now a variety of universities in India offering English honors and other English
language subjects. It is advised that every person in this modern times should make an
effort to communicate, understand and write English.


